Around The World: Who's Been Here?
**Synopsis**

What would you see and hear if you traveled to every corner of the world in search of wildlife in all its forms? Here is the answer -- and your passport to adventure. Follow Miss Lewis as she circumnavigates the globe aboard the ship Explorer and reports her experiences in photographs, sketches, and letters sent back to her students at home. What bird or animals has been in each habitat and left its unique trace? From Antarctica to Kenya, China to Alaska, there are natural wonders to observe and logical clues to piece together. Keep your eyes and mind open...you won't want to miss a moment.
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**Customer Reviews**

Great story about a teacher traveling across different continents and sending letters back. Story includes clues to guess what animal she came across. Great illustrations.

This is an excellent book for the classroom or home-schooler. This book is on the National Science Teacher Association Outstanding Trade Books List. Use it for writing, science, or social studies. Lindsay Barrett George is on my "author watch list".
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